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In the course of its historical mission of a thousand years 
the Hungarian nation has always pursued a construc
tive policy in the Danube Valley, for it has always 

striven to make it possible for the peoples of that region to 
live in peace and to co-operate amicably. This policy of 
understanding, manifested both in economic and cultural 
matters, raised Hungary to a leading position among the 
States of the Danube Valley. So long as Hungary was great 
and powerful the other States there were also strong. But 
a century and a half of Turkish rule broke Hungary’s 
strength and with her decline the rest of the Danubian States 
were dragged down too. Hungary’s recovery was followed 
by that of her neighbours. Today all the States in the Danube 
area are in danger again, thanks to the peace edict of 
Trianon, which has enfeebled Hungary. That the danger is 
imminent is now clearly realized by every country belong
ing to the Danube region, and this consciousness of danger 
has brought the importance of Hungary’s historical mission 
into the limelight again. In these grave times the Hungarian 
nation refuses to allow old insults to rankle; it is ready to 
discharge its historical mission and is now striving to estab
lish co-operation and collaboration among the peoples of 
the Danube Valley. In undertaking this historical mission the 
Hungarian nation is fully aware of the sacrifices that mission 
entails, but it is prepared to make them, convinced that all 
the Danubian nations understand this and will be ready in 
their turn to repay these sacrifices by sacrificing something 
themselves and also that all the Great Powers of Europe 
will appreciate the self-sacrificing spirit of the Hungarian 
people.
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Hungary in the first place endeavoured to establish 
friendly relations with her southern neighbour, Yugoslavia, 
and strove to foster a desire for co-operation between thn 
two peoples. She also showed a conciliatory attitude towards 
Rumania, despite the fact that this endeavour was not 
properly appreciated by the Rumanians. And now, when the 
European Great Powers confront one another armed to the 
teeth, Hungary has found means of creating friendly contacts 
with her neighbour on the north, with Slovakia. The estab
lishment of economic intercourse between Hungary and 
Slovakia is a gratifying event for both parties. No nation 
in the Basin of the Carpathians and the Danube Valley ever 
lived in such peaceful and harmonious symbiosis with another 
people as did the Magyars with the Slovaks, and no other 
nations are so interdependent economically as those two. 
For a thousand years this peaceful harmony existed 
undisturbed by political or economic issues. The peace edicts 
terminating the world war separated the Slovaks from 
Hungary, and for twenty years this separation was a source 
of much suffering and misery to both nations. During the 
past two decades men who knew nothing of the historical 
evolution of the peoples of the Danube Valley, or who 
chose to ignore it, did their best to shatter the links of 
peaceful symbiosis and understanding binding the two 
nations together and to poison the minds of the Slovaks 
against Hungary. But twenty years of historical evolution 
have shown that it is impossible to separate the peoples of 
the Danube Valley. Slovakia cannot expect to find economic 
or political possibilities of future development outside the 
Basin of the Carpathians; she must return to the economic 
unit bounded by the ridges of those mountains. It is only 
within that framework that she will be able to ensure her 
own economic, political and cultural existence.

The initial steps in this direction have been taken by 
the Hungarian and the Slovak Governments; for we cannot 
but believe that the economic negotiations inaugurated on 
11th October and brought to a successful termination on 
4th November with the conclusion of an economic agreement, 
were merely the first steps towards further developments 
along the line of co-operation between the two nations. The
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fact of an economic agreement is proof positive of their 
close interdependence.

On 5th November the following report concerning the 
economic agreement was issued by the Hungarian Telegraph 
Bureau: The negotiations dealing with questions of economic 
policy conducted in Budapest between Hungary and Slova
kia have reached their conclusion. The agreement arrived 
at provides for an exchange of commodities to the value of
100.000.000 Slovak crowns, and regulates the question of 
payments.

A  commercial treaty together with a 
veterinary agreement, a customs agreement and one regula
ting local frontier traffic, will be signed shortly. The agree
ment dealing with the exchange of commodities will come 
into force immediately and remain valid until 31st October 
1940. The economic agreement was signed on behalf of Slo
vakia by Dr. Stephen Polyak, and by M. Alfred Nickl, 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, on behalf 
of Hungary.

The exchange of commodities to the value of 100 
million Slovak crowns between Hungary and Slovakia will 
take place in three instalments. The value of the goods 
figuring in the first instalment is planned to amount to 30 
million Slovak crowns. In that instalment

Slovakia will export 
fire-wood, timber, mine-props, sawn timber and Christmas 
trees.

The second instalment will consist of so-called la 
compensated commodities and also other smaller lots of 
compensated goods. The value of this instalment is to be 
22 million Slovak crowns, and it will include the iron ore 
to be imported from Slovakia.

The value of the compensation goods in the third instal
ment has been fixed at 48 million Slovak crowns. In this 
instalment Slovakia will export mineral waters, granite, 
kaolin, magnesite, artificial fibre, furs, cellulose and 
incandescent lamps for trams.

On the Hungarian
side, trade with Slovakia will be transacted through the 
medium of the General Commercial Trading Co. affiliated
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to the General Credit Bank of Hungary and the Central 
European Co. Ltd. affiliated to the Commercial Bank of 
Pest.

The picture presented by this economic agreement is 
the best proof that Slovakia with her mountains cannot do 
without the produce of the Hungarian Plain, and, vice versa, 
the Hungarian Plain requires the timber and iron ore of 
Slovakia. From an economic point of view, then, the Hun
garian und Slovak areas are inseparable. For twenty years 
an attempt was made to keep them apart, but now the Ma
gyars and the Slovaks have again joined hands and set 
forth upon the path which, if they adhere to it, will ensure 
economic prosperity and peaceful co-existence.

In order to follow the developments of the trade be
tween the two countries a joint Government Commission 
has been appointed, which is to meet once every three 
months alternately in Hungary and Slovakia.

Another task devolving upon this joint Commission will 
be to examine any hitch that may occur in the reciprocal 
exchange of commodities. When the cause of any difficulty 
has been determined, the Commission will submit suggestions 
to both Governments. The goods enumerated in the agree
ment are to be imported to and exported from both countries 
subject to import and export permits.

An important provision of the agreement stipulates that 
if the quotas have not been exhausted by the date on which 
the agreement expires, permission to make full use of them 
for three months after the expiration of the agreement will 
be granted.

There is no doubt that the economic agreement concluded 
betwenn the Hungarian and Slovak States was inspired by 
a spirit of reciprocal understanding. The Hungarian nation 
will do all in its power to ensure that this spirit is extended 
do other fields of intercourse between the two countries, 
and so set an example of economic and political co-opera
tion to the rest of the peoples of the Danube Valley.
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